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INTRODUCTION
A Hopf algebra H is called co-Frobenius if H is either left or right
co-Frobenius as a coalgebra, i.e., if there exists a left or right H*-
monomorphism from H to H*. It turns out that H is co-Frobenius if and
w xonly if H has non-zero integrals 14, 8 ; in particular every finite dimen-
w xsional Hopf algebra is co-Frobenius 22 . Among the properties of finite
dimensional Hopf algebras that hold for all co-Frobenius Hopf algebras
are the bijectivity of the antipode, a bijective correspondence between the
group-like elements of the Hopf algebra and the one-dimensional ideals of
w xthe dual algebra 19 , the existence of a distinguished group-like element
w x w x19, 3 , and a reasonable theory of Galois extensions 3 .
The class of infinite dimensional co-Frobenius Hopf algebras includes
cosemisimple Hopf algebras, such as the group algebra of an infinite
group. Tensoring such a Hopf algebra H with a finite dimensional Hopf
algebra, K, yields an infinite dimensional Hopf algebra with non-zero
integrals obtained by tensoring the integrals of H and K. As well, a recent
w xexample of Van Daele 25 gives an infinite dimensional co-Frobenius
Hopf algebra with no normal Hopf subalgebra. However, with these
exceptions, few infinite dimensional noncosemisimple co-Frobenius Hopf
algebras are known.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, we study some finiteness
conditions for coalgebras and their implications for co-Frobenius Hopf
algebras. Second, we construct new classes of co-Frobenius Hopf algebras,
including as particular cases the examples mentioned above, and produc-
ing also some interesting quantum groups.
Among the finiteness conditions that we investigate are finiteness prop-
erties of the antipode S. For H finite, S has finite order. The proof of this
is essentially based on the fact that S4 is an inner automorphism, deter-
w xmined by the distinguished group-like elements of H and H* 18 . How-
w  .xever, the cosemisimple Hopf algebra, k SL 2 , the coordinate algebra ofq
 .SL 2 , provides an example where no power of the antipode is inner; inq
particular, S has infinite order. Furthermore, as in the classical case,
 . w  .xSL 2 has no nontrivial characters, i.e., k SL 2 has a single group-likeq q
element.
We prove in Section 2 that a left or right semiperfect coalgebra C, in
particular a co-Frobenius Hopf algebra, has a finite dimensional coradical
if and only if it is finite dimensional itself. However, as the example
w  .xk SL 2 shows, the coradical may have only finitely many simple sub-q
coalgebras of dimension 1, i.e., finitely many group-like elements. As a
further consequence we obtain a somewhat unexpected result concerning
categories of comodules: the category M C of right comodules over the
coalgebra C is equivalent to the category of left R-modules for some ring
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R with identity if and only if C is finite dimensional. If C is both left and
r at right semiperfect, then the rational part C* of C* which is the same on
.the right and on the left reflects the properties of C* pretty well, since it
w x r atis a dense two-sided ideal 2 . We describe C* in terms of the injective
envelopes of all simple C-comodules, and so obtain another proof of a
w x r atresult of 2 , namely that C* is a ring with local units. Moreover, the
category M C of right C-comodules is isomorphic to the category of unital
left modules over C*r at.
We also consider finite representation type. An easy example shows
that, in contrast to the case of algebras, the first Brauer]Thrall conjecture
fails for coalgebras, i.e., bounded representation type does not imply finite
representation type. But we show, again in contract to the case of algebras,
that a coalgebra of finite representation type must be finite dimensional
and hence the dual of a finite dimensional algebra of finite representation
type.
In Section 3, we show that for H co-Frobenius and M a finite
 .  .dimensional right and left H-comodule, dim Hom H, M F dim M.H *
Uniqueness of integrals follows immediately by setting M s k.
In Section 4, we construct co-Frobenius Hopf algebras by taking quo-
tients of Ore extensions of group algebras of cyclic groups and obtain some
interesting classes of non-commutative non-cocommutative Hopf algebras.
These include, in particular, Sweedler's and Taft's finite dimensional
w xexamples, as well as the infinite dimensional example of 25 .
The tensor product example of a co-Frobenius Hopf algebra mentioned
above suggests that extensions of co-Frobenius Hopf algebras may be
w xco-Frobenius. In Section 5 we use the bicrossproduct constructions of 16
with convolution invertible cocycle and dual cocycle, which are equivalent
w xto the Hopf algebra extensions of 11 , to prove that, indeed, every
extension of co-Frobenius Hopf algebras is co-Frobenius. The bicrossprod-
w xuct construction is used in 16 to show that the quantum Weyl group of a
complex simple Lie algebra is an extension of the group algebra of a
certain covering of the Weyl group of the Lie algebra by the quantum
enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra. We give some other examples of
nontrivial extensions, obtaining co-Frobenius Hopf algebras with antipode
of finite order but distinguished group-like of infinite order.
Throughout, we work over a field k. Hopf algebra notation is the
w xstandard summation notation of 22 , although for comultiplication we
 .omit brackets and write D h s  h m h . Brackets are included when1 2
CC .the subscripts denote coactions. We write M M for the category of
 .  .right left C-comodules, C a coalgebra, and we write M M for theA A
 .category of left right A-modules, A a k-algebra with identity. The
convolution product will be denoted ).
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1. THE ORDER OF THE ANTIPODE AND
GROUP-LIKE ELEMENTS
In this section we show that finiteness properties of the antipode of a
finite dimensional Hopf algebra do not hold for cosemisimple Hopf
 .algebras in general by considering the coordinate ring of SL 2 . We useq
w xthe notation of 24 . Assume q is not a root of 1, and char k / 2.
w  .xRecall that k SL 2 is the Hopf algebra generated as an algebra by theq
generators a, b, c, d with relations
ba s qab, ca s qac, db s qbd, dc s qcd,
cb s bc, da y qbc s 1, ad y qy1 bc s 1.
Elements of the form aib jckdl, i, j, k, l g N, where either i s 0 or l s 0
w  .xform a basis of k SL 2 . The coalgebra structure is defined byq
D a s a m a q b m c, D d s c m b q d m d, .  .
D b s a m b q b m d , D c s c m a q d m c, .  .
e a s e d s 1, e b s e c s 0. .  .  .  .
The antipode S is given by
S a s d , S b s yqb, S c s yqy1c, S d s a. .  .  .  .
w  .xThe Hopf algebra H s k SL 2 is cosemisimple with integral the mapq
 .n  .n w x w x  i yi.  y1 .taking bc to y1 r n q 1 where i s q y q r q y q and all
other basis elements to 0.
  ..Also recall that the quantum enveloping algebra U sl 2 is the Hopfq
algebra generated as an algebra by E, F, K, Ky1 with relations and coalge-
w x w xbra structure as in 24, p. 313 . By 24, Sect. 3 , H is isomorphic to a Hopf
  ..0 `  U .   ..  .subalgebra of U sl 2 ; H ( [ Im p where p : U sl 2 ª M kq l l q lq1ls0
is the irreducible representation defined by
p K s diag ql , qly2 , . . . , qyl , .  .l
w x0 l
w x0 l y 1
p E s . ??? ???l
w x0 1 0
0
0
w x1 0
???p F s . .l
w xl y 1 0 0w xl 0
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w  .xPROPOSITION 1.1. The cosemisimple Hopf algebra k SL 2 has only oneq
group-like element.
 U .Proof. The coefficient space Im p of the representation p above isl l
  ..0a simple subcoalgebra of U sl 2 and the simple subcoalgebras ofq
w  .x  U .   U ..k SL 2 are isomorphic to the Im p . Since dim Im p sq l l
  U ..   ..   U ..codim Ker p s dim Im p , we see that dim Im p s 1 if and onlyl l l
if l s 0. This shows that H has a unique one-dimensional subcoalgebra,
and hence only one group-like element.
Now, let k have any characteristic. It is clear that the antipode S has
infinite order if q is not a root of 1 and we show that, furthermore, no
power of S is inner.
w  .xPROPOSITION 1.2. No power of the antipode S of k SL 2 is inner.q
Proof. The proof is a direct computation. Suppose S2 n is an inner
w  .x 2 n . y1automorphism of H s k SL 2 , say S h s uhu for all h g H. Thenq
2 n .  .S u s u and u commutes with a, d, and bc . Let
` `
i j k l m ru s a a b c q b b c d . i , j , k l , m , r
i , j , ks0 l , ms0
rs1
Then
S2 n u s a q n jyk .aib jck q b q n lym.blcmdr .  i , j , k l , m , r
i , j , k l , m , r
so that a s 0 if j / k and b s 0 if l / m, i.e., u is of the formi, j, k l, m , r
` `
j li ru s a a bc q b bc d . .  . i , j l , r
i , js0 ls0
rs1
 . 2  . 2  .  .Now, since d bc s q bcd and bc a s q abc, u bc s bc u implies that
a s 0 unless i s 0 and all b s 0 so that u has the formi, j l, r
ju s a bc . . j
jgN
Since au s ua, an easy computation shows that a s 0 for i ) 0, so thati
u g k contradicting the fact that S has infinite order.
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2. FINITENESS CONDITIONS FOR COALGEBRAS
w x  .We recall from 14 that a coalgebra C is called left right semiperfect if
 . C C .the category of right left C-comodules, M M , has enough projectives.
In particular, a co-Frobenius Hopf algebra is left and right semiperfect as
a coalgebra.
THEOREM 2.1. Let C be a left semiperfect coalgebra with only finitely
many types of simple right C-comodules. Then C is finite dimensional.
Proof. Let S be a simple right C-comodule. Since any simple right
comodule is isomorphic to a subcomodule of C, we may assume that
S : C. Then there exists a minimal subcoalgebra D of C with the
 .property that D S : S m D where D is the comultiplication of C. More-
 w x.  .over D is a simple subcoalgebra see 13, Sect. 1 , and since c s  e c c1 2
for any c g C we see that S : D. If two simple subcomodules S and
S9 are isomorphic, then clearly they have the same associated simple
subcoalgebra.
Let S , . . . , S be a system of representatives for the types of simple1 p
right C-comodules. We denote by D the simple subcoalgebra associatedi
to S .i
 .Let Soc C be the socle of C as a right C-comodule. We can then write
 .Soc C s [ M , a direct sum of simple C-subcomodules of C. Forjjg J
 4every 1 F i F p the set J s j g J N M , S is finite, since all the M 'si j i j
with j g J are contained in D , so [ M : D , and D is finitei i j i ijg Ji  .dimensional. We conclude that J s D J is a finite set and Soc Cis1, . . . , p i
is a direct sum of a finite number of simple comodules.
 .On the other hand, Soc C is essential in C as a right C-comodule, since
every non-zero subcomodule contains a simple subcomodule. But C is
injective as a C-comodule, and this shows that it is the injective envelope
 .  .  .of Soc C . It follows that C s [ E M , where we denote by E M thejjg J
injective envelope of the C-comodule M. Since C is left semiperfect, by
w x  .14, Theorem 10 each E M is finite dimensional and so C is finitej
dimensional too.
 .COROLLARY 2.2. The coradical of an infinite dimensional left or right
semiperfect coalgebra is infinite dimensional. In particular an infinite dimen-
sional Hopf algebra with non-zero integral has infinite dimensional coradical.
 .Proof. Suppose that Corad C is finite dimensional. Then C has only
finitely many simple subcoalgebras. Since any simple right C-comodule
is associated to one of these simple subcoalgebras, and a simple sub-
coalgebra has just one type of simple right comodule, we see that there are
only finitely many types of simple right C-comodules. The result follows
from Theorem 2.1.
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COROLLARY 2.3. The category M C is equi¨ alent to the category M forR
some unitary ring R if and only if C is finite dimensional.
Proof. If C is finite dimensional then M C is isomorphic to M , theC*
category of left modules over the dual algebra C*.
Suppose that M C is equivalent to M , for some ring R. Then M C hasR
a finitely generated projective generator P, and Mitchell's theorem implies
C  .Cthat M is equivalent to the category M , where A s End P . A is aA M
wk-algebra and the equivalence functor is k-linear. It follows from 23,
xTheorem 5.1 that M is a k-abelian category of finite type, so it has aA
 .  .family M of generators of finite length, and Hom M, N is finitei ig I A
dimensional for any two A-modules of finite length M and N.
Since A is generated as an A-module by a finite number of the M 's, wei
 .see that A has finite length as an A-module, so that A , Hom A, A isA
finite dimenional. But then M has only finitely many types of simpleA
  .objects the simple A-modules are just the simple ArJ A -modules, and
 . . CArJ A is semisimple artinian and so has M .
C A* w xOn the other hand M is equivalent to M , so that by 23, 3.5 there
exists a strict Morita]Takeuchi context connecting the coalgebras C and
A*. This shows that the categories CM and A*M ( M are equivalent.A
Since M has enough projectives, so does CM. This means that C isA
a left semiperfect coalgebra, and we obtain the result by applying
Theorem 2.1.
Let C be a coalgebra. In the proof of Theorem 2.1, it was shown that if
 .  .Soc C s [ M , C s [ E M as right C-comodules, and hence asj jjg J jg J
 .left C*-modules. This shows that C* ,  E M * as right C*-jg J j
modules. We will identify these two C*-modules. Working with left
 .  .C-comodules we obtain similarly that C s [ E N , where the Np p ppg P
are the simple left C-subcomodules of C. We have then C* ,
 . E N * as left C*-modules. We denote the canonical injections bypg P p
 .  .  .  .q : E M * ª  E M * and q : E N * ª  E N *.i i jg J j r r pg P p
THEOREM 2.4. If C is a left and right semiperfect coalgebra then
 . r at   . . r at   . .i C * s [ q E N * s C * s [ q E M * , and wel p p r j jpg P jg J
denote by C*r at the subring C *r at s C *r at,l r
 . r atii C* is dense in C* in the finite topology,
 . r atiii C* is a ring with local units.
 .  .Proof. i Since the coalgebra C is left semiperfect, E M is finitej
  . .dimensional. Then q E M * is a finite dimensional right ideal in C*,j j
w x   . . r atand we obtain from 22, Theorem 5.1.5 that q E M * : C * .j j r
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Let h* g C *r at. We have two finite families of elements hU g C* andl i
 . Uh g C such that g*) h* s  g* h h for every g* g C*. We can find ai i i i
 .finite subset F : J such that h g [ E M for every i. Then wei jjg F
 .  .define g* g C* to be e on E M if j f F and 0 on every E M withj j
 .j g F. Then g*) h* s 0, since g* h s 0 for every i. On the other hand,i
 .  .  .for every j f F and every h g E M we have D h g E M m C andj j
hence
g*) h* h s g* h h* h s e h h* h s h* h . .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1 2 1 2
 .We see that h* s 0 on every E M with j f F, which means thatj
  . .   . .h* g [ q E M * : [ q E M * .j j j jjg F jg J
We have shown that
CU r at : q E M * : CU r at . . .[l j j r
jgJ
Working with simple subcomodules on the left hand side we obtain
similarly that
CU r at : q E N * : CU r at , . .[r p p l
pgP
and the proof is complete.
 .   . .ii This follows from the fact that [ q E M * is dense inj jjg J
  . . w x q E M * , or from 14, Theorem 10 .jg J j j
 .  .iii For every j g J we denote by e g C* the map which is e on E Mj j
 .   . .  .and 0 on all other E M . Let h* g q E M * . Then for every h g E Mp j j j
we have
e ) h* h s e h h* h s e h h* h s h* h .  .  .  .  .  . .  j j 1 2 1 2
 . .  .  .and similarly e ) h* h s 0 s h* h for every h g E M with p / j.j p
 .Thus e ) h* s h*; in particular, e is an idempotent. Since, for h g E M ,j j l
 .  .D h g E M m C, it is straightforward to check that e )e s 0 for j / t.l j t
 .Finally, since E M is finite dimensional, we can choose a finite subsetj
  ..  .   ..U : J such that D E M : E M m [ E M . Then clearlyj j uugU
 .  .  .h*  e is exactly h* on E M and is 0 on any other E M . ThisugU u j p
 .shows that h*  e s h*, and  e is an idempotent. Thus theugU u ugU u
family consisting of all finite sums of e 's is a system of local units forj
r atC* .
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Remark 2.5. Several proofs of the fact that C*r at is a ring with local
w x w xunits exist. The first is in 2, Theorem 10 ; others are due to C. Menini 15 ,
w x w xA. Van Daele and Y. H. Zhang 26 , and R. Wisbauer 27 . The approach
w x w xusing injective envelopes is common here and in 15 ; 15 also shows that
A a H*r at is a ring with local units for a co-Frobenius Hopf algebra H and
a right H-comodule algebra A.
COROLLARY 2.6. A Hopf algebra H is co-Frobenius if and only if there
exists a non-zero right H-comodule M with finite dimensional injecti¨ e
 .en¨elope E M .
Proof. If H is co-Frobenius then H is semiperfect as a coalgebra and
weach simple right comodule has finite dimensional injective envelope 14,
xTheorem 10 .
 .Suppose now that E M is finite dimensional for some non-zero right
H-comodule M. Then M contains a simple subcomodule N, and clearly
 .E N is also finite dimensional. Following the proof of the previous
 . r at r attheorem we see that E N * : H* . Thus H* / 0, so that H is
co-Frobenius.
It is well known that the category M C of right comodules over the
coalgebra C is isomorphic to the category of rational left C*-modules. If C
is infinite dimensional, then we have seen that M C is not equivalent to a
module category. However, for C semiperfect, we have the following.
PROPOSITION 2.7. If C is a left and right semiperfect coalgebra then the
category M C is isomorphic to the category of unital left modules o¨er the ring
with local units C*r at.
w xProof. This is similar to the proof of 5, Corollary 3.6 , where the result
is proved for a co-Frobenius Hopf algebra.
Next we consider a finiteness condition for coalgebras, not directly
related to co-Frobenius Hopf algebras. It is concerned with the indecom-
posable objects of the category M C. The first Brauer]Thrall conjecture for
algebras says that an algebra of bounded representation type is necessarily
of finite representation type. Bounded representation type means that
there is a bound for the length of the finitely generated indecomposable
modules, while finite representation type means that there exist only
finitely many types of finitely generated indecomposable modules over that
algebra. We first show that the first Brauer]Thrall conjecture fails for
coalgebras.
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EXAMPLE 2.8. Let C be an infinite dimensional cosemisimple
coalgebra, i.e., C s [ C is an infinite sum of simple subcoalgebras.iig I
Then a C-comodule is indecomposable if and only if it is simple. But the
simple C-comodules come from the simple comodules over the subcoalge-
bras C , one comodule from each such subcoalgebra. If we choose all thei
c .C 's to be isomorphic to the matrix coalgebra M n, k , then all thesei
simple comodules have dimension n, so that C is of bounded representa-
tion type. On the other hand there exist infinitely many types of simple
C-comodules since I is infinite, so C is not of finite representation type.
While there exist infinite dimensional algebras of finite representation
type, the next result shows that a coalgebra of finite representation type is
necessarily finite dimensional, and hence is the dual coalgebra of a finite
dimensional algebra of finite representation type.
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let C be a coalgebra with finitely many types of finite
dimensional indecomposable right comodules. Then C is finite dimensional.
Proof. Let M , . . . , M be a system of representatives for the types of1 n
finite dimensional indecomposable right C-comodules. For every i s
1, . . . , n there exists a finite dimensional subcoalgebra D of C such thati
M is actually a right D -comodule we can take the subcoalgebra of Ci i
. ngenerated by all m 's for all m g M . Let D s  D , which is a finite1. i is1 i
dimensional subcoalgebra of C. Moreover every M can be regarded as ai
right D-comodule. For any c g C the rational left C*-module hence the
.right C-comodule C*c is finite dimensional, hence can be written as a
direct sum of indecomposable subcomodules. This produces an isomor-
phism of C-comodules f : C*c ª [n M pi for some integers p . Ifi iis1
pi  .we denote by r the comodule structure map of [ M , then D c siis1, n
 y1 .  .  . n pif m I rf c g C m D, since Im r : m M m D. We concludeiis1
 .that D C : C m D, so that C s D, and hence C is finite dimensional.
3. THE UNIQUENESS OF INTEGRALS
We present here a very short proof for the uniqueness of integrals in a
co-Frobenius Hopf algebra. This question was asked by M. E. Sweedler
w xand answered by Sullivan in 21 . A homological argument was given in
w x w x20 , where a short proof was obtained. Our proof is in the spirit of 20 ,
but uses properties of co-Frobenius Hopf algebras rather than the functor
Ext. Throughout this section, H will be a co-Frobenius Hopf algebra.
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a right H-comodule and I a dense subspace of H*.
If m g M and Im s 0 then m s 0.
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 .Proof. Let r m s  m m m g M m H, and let V be the finiteM 0. 1.
dimensional subspace of H spanned by all the m 's. Since I is dense in1.
H* there exists f g I such that f agrees with e on V, and
m s m e m s m f m s f ? m s 0. .  . 0. 1. 0. 1.
LEMMA 3.2. Let I be a dense left ideal in H*, M a finite dimensional right
H-comodule, and f : I ª M a morphism of left H*-modules. Then there exists
a unique morphism h: H* ª M of H*-modules extending f.
 .Proof. Let E M be the injective envelope of M as a right H-
 .  wcomodule. Then E M is also injective as a left H*-module see 8,
x.  .Proposition 4 . Regarding f as a H*-morphism from I to E M , we get
 .a morphism h: H* ª E M of left H*-modules extending f. If x s
 .  .h e g E M , then
Ix s Ih e s h Ie s h I s f I : M . .  .  .  .
This shows that Ix s 0 if x is the class of x in the factor moduleÃ Ã
 .  .E M rM. The previous lemma shows that x g M, and hence Im h : M.
Thus h is exactly the required morphism. If h9 is another morphism with
the same property, then h y h9 is 0 on I. Since I is dense in H* we see
that
I ? h y h9 e s h y h9 Ie s h y h9 I s 0 .  .  .  .  .  .
and then clearly h s h9.
THEOREM 3.3. Let H be a co-Frobenius Hopf algebra and M a finite
 .dimensional right H-comodule. Then dim Hom H, M F dim M. InH *
particular dim H s 1.r
Proof. For h* g H*, h g H let h* h g H* be defined by
 . .   .. w xh* h g s h* gS h . From 22, Theorem 5.1.3 , there exists an
isomorphism of right H-comodules and hence of left H*-modules,
r at  .c : H m H ª H* defined by c T m h s T h for every T g H andl l
h g H. Now fix a non-zero left integral t and define a morphism of left
r at  .  .H*-modules u : H ª H* by u h s t h. If we pick a basis e of thei i
k-vector space H such that t s e for some j, then H m H , [ e m H asl j l ii
right H-comodules. If we denote by p : H m H ª H the projection on thel
component e m H followed by the map sending every t m h to h, thenj
pcy1 : H*r at ª H is a morphism of H*-modules and pcy1u s Id, showing
that H is a direct summand in H*r at via u . Thus there exists a surjective
 r at .  .k-morphism Hom H * , M ª Hom H, M . By Lemma 3.2,H * H *
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 r at .  .Hom H* , M , Hom H*, M , M. We obtain an inequalityH * H *
dim Hom H , M F dim Hom H*r at , M s dim M . .  .H * H *
 .The last assertion follows since H s Hom H, k .r H *
4. CO-FROBENIUS HOPF ALGEBRAS BY ORE
EXTENSIONS
In this section k will be a field of characteristic zero. Let C be a cyclic
group with generator c and let A s kC be the group algebra of C. Let l
 i.be a non-zero element of k. Then the map f : A ª A defined by f c s
lyi c i is an automorphism of the algebra A for any l if C is infinite or if l
is an mth root of unity when C has finite order m. We define a
w xHopf algebra structure on the Ore extension A X, f . To define a co-
w x w x w xmultiplication D: A X, f ª A X, f m A X, f we need an element
w x w x  i i. yi i i.b g A X, f m A X, f such that b c m c s l c m c b for every
integer i. Straightforward computations show that b must have the form
b s a c pr , s X r m c jr , s X s , r , s
r , s
where the sum contains finitely many terms and where in each term the
integers r and s are chosen such that lrqsy1 s 1. Thus r q s y 1 s 0 if l
is not a root of unity, and m divides r q s y 1 if l is a root of unity of
order m. In particular we consider solutions of the form
b s ci m X q X m 1
 .for some integer i. The algebra map D defined by D c s c m c and
 .D X s b clearly gives a coassociative comultiplication. The algebra map
w x  .  .e : A X, f ª k defined by e c s 1, e X s 0, is the counit map. There
w x w x  . y1exists an antipode S: A X, f ª A X, f defined by S c s c and
 . yi  .S X s yc X. We denote the Hopf algebra thus defined by kC .l, i
 . t sConsider the basis for kC consisting of all elements c X , where s isl, i
a non-negative integer and t is an arbitrary integer for C infinite or an
integer between 0 and m y 1 if C has order m. Using the q-binomial
 w x.  . i .formula see, for example, 12, IV.2 and the fact that X m 1 c m X s
yi i . .l c m X X m 1 , we see that the comultiplication on basis elements
ctX s is given by
st s tqk i syk t kD c X s c X m c X , 4.0 .  .  / yik l0FkFs
swhere denotes the Gauss polynomial in q. / qk
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 w x.Recall for example, from 22, Chap. 9 that for D a subcoalgebra of a
n 0  4coalgebra C, the subcoalgebra H D is defined inductively by H D s 0 ,
1 n  ny1 .  ny1 .H D s D, H D s H D n D, where H D n D is the kernel of
the composite
D pmp ny16 6C C m C CrH D m CrD ,
where p denotes the appropriate canonical quotient map.
 .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let H s kC as defined abo¨e. H has the followingl, i
properties:
 .  .i Corad H s A s kC;
 . t tyji jii the injecti¨ e en¨elope of kc is E s [ kc X ;t jg N
 .iii H is not co-Frobenius.
 .  .Proof. i Clearly A : Corad H . For the opposite inclusion, note that
 . p  . t sby 4.0 , and a simple induction on p, H A is spanned by c X with
`  . w x0 F s F p y 1. Thus H A s H and by 1, Theorem 2.3.9 , A contains
 .Corad H .
 . tii Clearly kc : E . Also H s [E , t g Z, if C is infinite, t st t
0, . . . , m y 1 if C has order m, so each E is injective. Furthermore, E ist t
an essential extension of kct, so E is the injective envelope of kct.t
 . tiii The injective envelopes E of the simple subcomodules kc aret
w xinfinite dimensional, so that again by 14, Theorem 10 , H cannot be
co-Frobenius.
 .Although kC is not co-Frobenius, a quotient Hopf algebra is.l, i
n  .PROPOSITION 4.2. The ideal generated by X in kC is a coideal if andl, i
only if li is a primiti¨ e nth-root of unity.
 .Proof. From 4.0
nn k i nyk kD X s c X m X . .   / yik l0FkFn
Thus the ideal generated by X n is a coideal if and only if all the
q-binomial coefficients, except the first and the last, are zero. But it is easy
nto see that s 0 for all 1 F k F n y 1 if and only if q is a primitive / qk
nth root of unity.
Since the ideal generated by X n is invariant under the antipode we can
 .  .  n.construct a new Hopf algebra kC s kC r X . A basis forn, l, i l, i
 . t skC is given by the set of all c X where 0 F s F n y 1 and t is ann, l, i
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arbitrary integer if C is infinite or 0 F t F m y 1 if C has order m.
 .Summarizing, if C is infinite, we have constructed kC for everyn, l, i
n, l, i such that n is a positive integer, i an integer, and li a primitive nth
root of 1. If C has order m, then the fact that lm s 1 and li is a primitive
 .nth root of 1, implies that n divides m. Therefore, kC is the algebran, l, i
with generators c and X and relations
Xc s ly1cX , X n s 0, and, if C has order m , cm s 1.
The rest of the Hopf algebra structure is given by
D c s c m c, D X s ci m X q X m 1, .  .
e c s 1, e X s 0, .  .
S c s cy1 , S X s ycyi X . .  .
2 yi 2 . yiFor any C, S is the inner automorphism induced by c , S X s l X,
and S has order 2n.
 .U t sWe denote by P the element of kC which maps c X to 1 andt, s n, l, i
l q  q p.all other c X to 0, i.e., P c X s d d .t, s t, q s, p
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. For any cyclic group C, H s kC has the follow-n, l, i
ing properties:
 .  . ji H is pointed, i.e., Corad H s [ kc ( kC and the injecti¨ ej
en¨elope of kct is E s [ny1 kcty jiX j;t js0
 .ii H is co-Frobenius with left integral T s P and rightl yny1. i, ny1
integral T s P ;r 0, ny1
 .iii H is not unimodular.
 .Proof. i The proof follows as in Proposition 4.1.
 .ii Since each E is finite dimensional, H is co-Frobenius byt
 .Corollary 2.6. To see that T is a left integral, let f * g H*, and use 4.0 tol
compute
st s tqk i syk t kf *)T c X s f * c X T c X .  .  .l l / yik l0FkFs
s d f * ctqny1. i T ctX ny1 .  .s , ny1 l
s d d f * 1 , .s , ny1 t , yny1. i
as required. A similar proof shows that T is a right integral.r
 .iii Clearly T / aT , a g K, if C is infinite. Suppose C has order m.l r
 .We must show that m does not divide n y 1 i. Suppose l is a primitive
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dth root of 1. Then since lm s 1 s lin, d divides m and in. If m divides
 . i in y 1 i, then d divides i and l s 1, contradicting the fact that l is a
primitive nth root of 1.
 .  .Remark 4.4. i If C has order n and i s 1, then kC is isomor-n, l, 1
phic to Taft's example H 2 .n
 .  .ii Denote by kC the co-Frobenius Hopf algebra defined by an, l, i, j
w xHopf algebra structure on the Ore extension A x, f as above but with
b s D X s ci m X q X m c j, .
where l jy i is a primitive nth root of unity and C is infinite. Then
 .  .kC is isomorphic to kC by the Hopf algebra map taking cn, l, i, j n, l, iyj
to c and X to c jX.
w x  .Thus, the example in 25, Sect. 5 is isomorphic to kC for ann, l, 2
infinite cyclic group C.
 . w xiii On the other hand, we show in 4 that for an infinite cyclic group
 .  .C the Hopf algebras kC and kC are isomorphic if andn, l, i n, m , j
only if l s m and i s "j. Thus this construction produces infinitely many
nonisomorphic infinite dimensional co-Frobenius, but nonunimodular,
Hopf algebras.
 .iv Many more examples can be obtained by this construction. They
w xare studied in 4 .
5. CO-FROBENIUS HOPF ALGEBRAS BY
BICROSSPRODUCTS
In this section, we show that extensions, or bicrossproducts, of co-
Frobenius Hopf algebras are also co-Frobenius and use this construction
to construct examples of co-Frobenius Hopf algebras with antipode of
finite order but distinguished group-like element of infinite order.
We first recall the definition of a bicrossproduct; the reader is also
w xreferred to 16, 17, 7 . The bicrossproduct of two Hopf algebras H and K
is the vector space H m K with a compatible crossed product and crossed
coproduct structure. Therefore, there is a weak right action of H on K
 .denoted a ¤ h, a g K, h g H, with a ¤ 1 s a, 1 ¤ h s e h , and a map
 .  .  .s : H m H ª K with s h, 1 s s 1, h s e h 1 and such that the twisted
module condition
s h , g a ¤ h ¤ g s a ¤ h g s h , g .  .  .  . .  . 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
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and the cocycle condition
s h g , f s h , g ¤ f s s h , g f s g , f .  .  .  . . 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
are satisfied. Then H m K with multiplication given by
h m a g m b s h g m s h , g a ¤ g b .  .  .  . 1 1 2 2 3
is an associative ring with identity 1 = 1, called the crossed product.
As well, K coacts weakly on H from the left with the coaction r : H ªH
 .  .K m H, denoted by r h s  h m h with  e h h s h andH y1. 0. K y1. 0.
 .  .  e h h s e h 1. Note that subscripts for the coaction r are0. y1. H
.bracketed, while those for the comultiplication in H and K are not. Also
 .  .  .there is a map a : H ª K m K denoted by a h s  a h m a h , and1 2
called the dual cocycle, such that e m 1( a s 1 m e ( a s e and the twisted
comodule condition holds, i.e.,
h m h a h m h s a h D h m h .  .  . 1y 1. 10.y1. 2 10.0. 1 2y1. 20.
together with the dual cocycle condition,
h a h m a h D a h s a h D a h m a h . .  .  .  .  . .  . . 1y 1. 1 2 10. 2 2 1 2 2 2
Then H m K has coassociative comultiplication
D h m a s h m h a h a m h m a h a .  .  . .  . 1 2y1. 1 3 1 20. 2 3 2
and counit map e m e and is called a crossed coproduct.H K
w xAccording to 16, Theorem 2.9 , H m K with a crossed product and a
crossed coproduct structure as described above is a bialgebra if and only if
the following hold:
 .  .  .  .B1 e a ¤ h s e a e hK K H
 .  .  .  .  ..  .B2  a h D a ¤ h s  a ¤ h h m a ¤ h a h1 K 2 1 1 2 2 2 3y1. 0.
 .  .B3 r 1 s  1 m 1 s 1 m 1H y1. 0.
 .  .  .  .B4  h p s h , p m h p1 1 y1. 2 2 1 1 0.
 . .s  s h , p h ¤ p p m h p1 1 2y1. 2 3y1. 20. 30.
 .  .  .B5  h a ¤ h m h s  a ¤ h h m h1y 1. 2 10. 1 2y1. 20.
 .  .  . w  . .B6  a h p D s h , p s  s h , p h ¤ p p1 1 K 2 2 1 1 2y1. 2 3y1.
  . .  .  . .x  .a h ¤ p p m s h , p a h ¤ p a p1 3 4 5y1. 20. 30. 2 3 50. 6
 .   ..  .  .B7 e s h, p s e h e p
 .  .B8 a 1 s 1 m 1.
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Then the resulting bialgebra is called a bicrossproduct and we denote it
by H = K.
w xRecall that Hofstetter 11 defines an extension of the Hopf algebras H
f g
and K to be a sequence K ª C ª H with the following properties:
 .i f , g are Hopf algebra maps.
 .ii There is a k-isomorphism l: C ª K m H which is a left
K-module, right H-comodule homomorphism where the left K-module
structure on C is given by m ? f m 1: K m C ª C and the right H-C
comodule structure is defined by 1 m g ? D : C ª C m H.C
 .  .  .  .iii For k g K, l f k s k m 1, and for h g H, e m 1 l h sK H
 .g h .
 . y1 .iv The map from H to C taking h to l 1 m h and the map
 .  ..from C to K taking c to 1 m e l c are convolution invertible.K H
w xIt is shown in 11 that any extension of Hopf algebras is a bicross-
product with convolution a and s .
Conversely, consider a bicrossproduct H = K with invertible a and s .
Denote their convolution inverses by a and s . The fact that the two
approaches, the bicrossproduct construction and Hopf algebra extensions,
describe the same structures, will yield a description for the antipode of
the bicrossproduct. We denote by i : H ª H = K, i : K ª H = K, theH K
 .  .maps defined by i h s h m 1, i k s 1 m k and by p , p the mapsH K K H
e m 1, 1 m e from H = K to K and H.H H
Note that H = K is a left H-comodule algebra via p m id ? D, and is aH
 w x.cleft extension of K see, for example, 9 since i has convolution inverseH
i , withH
i h s S h m s h S h . .  .  .  .H 3 1 2
Similarly, H = K is a right K-module algebra via m ? id m i and is a cleftK
 w x.coextension of H see 6 since p has convolution inverse p , withK K
p h m a s S a h a a h . .  .  . .K 1 2
Straightforward verification shows that the maps i and p are bialge-K H
 .o p, co pbra maps. Now let C s H = K , i.e., C is H = K with the opposite
multiplication and comultiplication, let K 9 s K co, co p, H9 s H o p, co p. Then
i pK H6 6K 9 C H9 is an exact sequence in the category of bialgebras. Let
 .l: C ª K 9 m H9 be the k-module isomorphism defined by l h m k s
k m h. Again, straightforward verification confirms that l is a left K 9-
module, right H9-comodule map. Thus C is an extension of bialgebras
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w x w xin the sense of 11 , and we can use 11, Proposition 3.3 to describe the
antipode of H = K.
THEOREM 5.1. Let H = K be a bicrossproduct with con¨olution in¨ertible
cocycle and dual cocycle, s and a . Then H = K is a Hopf algebra with
antipode S gi¨ en by
S h m a s 1 m S a h h a a h S h .  .  .  . .  . 1 1 2y1. 2 1 20.3
ms h , S h , . . /20.1 20.2
where multiplication is in the bicrossproduct.
w xProof. By 11, Proposition 3.3 , C is a Hopf algebra with antipode
S s i p ) i p , i.e., for h m k g C,H H K K
o p o p
S hmk s i p h ma h k i p h mh a h k .  .  .  .  . /  /H H 2 2 3 2 K K 1 2 1 3 10. y 1.
o p o p
s i h i p h m h k . .  . H 2 K K 1 20. y 1.
Now
i h s S h m s h , S h , .  .  . .H 20. H 20.3 20.1 H 20.2
p h m h k s S a h h k a h , .  . .  .K 1 2y1. K 1 1 2y1. 2 1
 .so S h m k gives exactly the formula in the statement. Finally, note that
C and H = K have the same antipode.
PROPOSITION 5.2. If the bialgebras H and K ha¨e non-zero right integrals,
then the bicrossproduct H = K has a non-zero right integral.
Proof. Let t and t be non-zero right integrals for H and K,H K
 .  .respectively. Since t is a right integral we have that  t h h* h sH H 1 2
 .  .  .h* 1 t h for every h g H, h* g H*, which shows that  t h h sH H 1 2
 .  .t h ? 1. If we apply r and use the fact that r 1 s 1 m 1, we getH H
t h h m h s t h 1 m 1. 5.2.1 .  .  . H 1 2y1. 20. H
 .If we apply a to the same relation, since a 1 s 1 m 1, we get
t h a h m a h s t h 1 m 1. 5.2.2 .  .  .  .  . H 1 1 2 2 2 H
 .We show that t m t is a right integral for H = K, i.e., t m t )w sH K H K
 . .  .w 1 m 1 t m t for every w g H = K *. Since H* m K* is dense inH K
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 .H m K *, it suffices to consider elements w of the form h* m a* with
h* g H* and a* g K*. But
t m t ) h* m a* h m a .  .  .H K
s t h t h a h a h* h a* a h a .  .  . . . . H 1 K 2y1. 1 3 1 20. 2 3 2
s t h t a h a h* 1 a* a h a by 5.2.1 .  .  .  .  . .  . H 1 K 1 2 1 2 2 2
s t h t a h* 1 a* a by 5.2.2 .  .  .  .  . H K 1 2
s t h t a h* 1 a* 1 .  .  .  .H K
and we are done.
COROLLARY 5.3. If H and K are cosemisimple Hopf algebras then e¨ery
extension of H and K is a cosemisimple Hopf algebra.
Since every extension of two co-Frobenius Hopf algebras is co-Frobenius,
it is natural to ask questions concerning the relationships of the distin-
guished group-like elements of these three Hopf algebras.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let H = K be a bicrossproduct of co-Frobenius Hopf
algebras. If t and t are right integrals of H and K and h g H, a g K satisfyH K
 .  .t h s 1 and t a s 1, then the distinguished group-like element of H = KH K
is
d s h m h a h a t h t a h a . .  . . . 1 2y1. 1 3 1 H 20. K 2 3 2
Proof. If A is a co-Frobenius Hopf algebra with right integral t, we
know that the distinguished group-like element x of A is characterized by
 .  .the fact that a*) t s a* x t for every a* g A*; equivalently  a t a s1 2
 .  .  .xt a for every a g A. If we choose a g A with t a s 1 then x s  a t a .1 2
Applying this to the bicrossproduct H = K, with right integral t m t ,H K
 . .we see first that t m t h m a s 1 and then the distinguished group-likeH K
is
d s h m a t m t h m a .  .  . . 1 2H K
s h m h a h a t h t a h a . .  . . . 1 2y1. 1 3 1 H 20. K 2 3 2
The following corollary shows that in order to construct an example of a
co-Frobenius Hopf algebra with distinguished group-like element of infi-
nite order, it will not suffice to consider an extension of a cosemisimple
Hopf algebra.
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COROLLARY 5.5. Let H be a cosemisimple Hopf algebra. Then the distin-
guished group-like element of an extension of H by a co-Frobenius Hopf
algebra K has the same order as the distinguished group-like element of K.
Proof. Since H is cosemisimple we can take h s 1 in Proposition 5.4.
 .  .  .Then since r 1 s 1 m 1 and a 1 s 1 m 1, d s 1 m  a t a s 1 m yH 1 K 2
where y is the distinguished group-like element of K.
 .  .EXAMPLE 5.6. i Let H s kC as in Section 4, ie., H is4 2 2, y1, 1 4
 4Sweedler's four dimensional Hopf algebra with basis 1, g, x, gx and
relations g 2 s 1, x 2 s 0, xg s ygx. Let C be a group which has an ele-
 .ment c of infinite order. If we give H the C-grading as a vector space4
 .such that 1 and g have degree 1 the identity element of C , and x and gx
have degree c, then H becomes a C-graded algebra and also a C-graded4
coalgebra. This shows that H is a left kC-comodule algebra and at the4
same time a left kC-comodule coalgebra. Then the pair of Hopf algebras
H s H and K s kC with trivial weak action of H on K, trivial s and a ,4
and the K-comodule structure of H described above satisfy the conditions
 .  .B1 ] B8 , and we can consider the bicrossproduct H = kC. Since kC is4
cosemisimple, it has distinguished group-like 1. The right integral of H4
is p , so that with h s x in Proposition 5.4 we obtainx
d s h m h a t h t a s x m x p x .  . . 1 2y1. 1 H 20. K 2 1 2y1. x 20.
s g m deg x s g m c. .
Since the algebra structure of H = K is the tensor product algebra, we
have that dn s g n m cn and the order of d is infinite. By Theorem 5.1, the
antipode of this bicrossproduct is given by
S h m ci s S h m S h ci , .  .  .H 0. K y1.
in particular
S 1 m ci s 1 m cyi , S g m ci s g m cyi .  .
S x m ci s ygx m cyiy1 , S gx m ci s x m cyiy1 . .  .
These four relations show that S4 s Id. This gives an example of a
co-Frobenius Hopf algebra with antipode of finite order and distinguished
group-like element of infinite order.
 .ii We give another example of a bicrossproduct of H and kC,4
where this time C is an infinite cyclic group, and the coation of kC on H4
is as before, coming from the structure of a C-graded coalgebra a is still
. w xtrivial . To define a weak action and a cocycle s we use the results of 10
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describing cleft extensions over H . Thus, if we choose the weak action of4
H on kC to be trivial, then the cocycle s should be of the form4
s g , g s 1, s g , x s s x , g s 0 .  .  .
s g , gx s s gx , g s 0, s x , x s s gx , x s b .  .  .  .
s x , gx s s gx , gx s yb .  .
for some b g kC. If we take b s 0 we obtain exactly the bicrossproduct
 .described in i . We try to find a non-zero b defining a bicrossproduct. The
 .  .  .  .  .  .conditions B1 , B2 , B3 , B4 , B5 , and B8 are satisfied. The condition
 .  .  .B7 requires e b s 0. It remains to see what B6 means. If we choose
 . 2h s p s x in B6 we obtain  b m b s b m 1 q c m b. If we take1 2
b s  a ci for some positive integers m and n, and with non-zeroym F iF n i
a and a , the condition becomesn ym
a ci m ci s a ci m 1 q a c2 m ci.  i i i
ymFiFn ymFiFn ymFiFn
This shows that n s 2 and m s 0. The relation becomes
a 1 m 1 q a c m c q a c2 m c2 s a 1 m 1 q a c m 1 q a c2 m 10 1 2 0 1 2
q a c2 m 1 q a c2 m c q a c2 m c2 .0 1 2
So a s 0 and a s ya . Thus, up to multiplication by a scalar, b s c2 y1 0 2
 .1. Obviously this also verifies the condition e b s 0. We have obtained
in this way a new example of a bicrossproduct, where neither the coalgebra
 .nor the algebra structures are tensor products of the underlying co alge-
bras of the two Hopf algebras.
The distinguished group-like element of this bicrossproduct is the same,
d s g m c, and it still has infinite order.
The antipode is given by
i iS h m c s 1 m S h c S h m s h , S h , .  .  . . .  / /K y1. H 0.3 0.1 H 0.2
 .which turns out to be the same function as in i .
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